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Title: Starfinder  
Manufacturer: Paizo Inc. 
Rated: Guidance Suggested 
Free to enable 
In-skill purchases available  
“Alexa, play Starfinder”, “Attack goblin”, “Cast spell on hesper” 
 
Shown in: English 
 
DESCRIPTION 
Short description 
Experience the future of voice gaming with the premiere episode of Starfinder, a first-of-its kind 
voice role-playing game that transforms your Alexa into a skilled Game Master guide to this 
action-packed science-fantasy experience.  
 
Start your journey on the futuristic streets of Absalom Station, a sprawling space station where 
you will encounter a bizarre cast of rogue human misfits and menacing alien creatures, all ready 
to protect their turf at any cost. Grab your hail pistol, get your imagination ready, and prepare 
to stand tall against the treachery that awaits deep inside the station’s underbelly, in corridors 
the downtrodden locals call the Spike.  
 
Read more… 
<Extend backstory into long description for Fire devices – this could change to a complete list 
of all episodes once they are available or be removed>  
 
You grew up in a place called Downlow, a working-class sector in the Spike that extends below 
the station’s radial plane. The worst of the worst live in the half-explored Ghost Levels within 
the depths of the Spike, an area abandoned for years and infested with all sorts of mutant 
monstrosities.  
 
You’ve always dreamed of leading a life of adventure, and that is why you sought out the 
Starfinder Society – an organization of exceptional galaxy explorers – for a chance to face the 
dangers of the Spike and, one day, to explore the Pact Worlds’ solar system. 
 
A few weeks ago, valuable parts started vanishing from the recycling yards in the Botscrap 
neighborhood of the Spike, and nearby transportation corridors turned up badly damaged. 
Local residents’ livelihoods are at stake. But worse, reports are circulating that some locals have 
been killed, and that several repair workers were fatally ambushed when trying to reach the 
damaged equipment. Someone – or something – has made Downlow a hunting ground. The 
Starfinder Society has put its faith in you to go on a quest and uncover what’s lurking in the 
Spike. 



 
Do you have what it takes to survive the quest? Select your character type, weaponry, and 
armor — and get ready to talk yourself through the most dangerous adventure of your life. 
 
<End backstory into long description> 
 
 
THE FIRST RPG OF ITS KIND 
 

• A voice-first, single player adaption of the Starfinder multiplayer role-playing game 

• Get engrossed in a great science-fantasy story where your choices determine the 
outcome  

• The premiere episode contains 30 minutes of free gameplay, and is based on the 
tabletop adventure “Scoundrels in the Spike” by Amanda Hamon from the Starfinder 
Beginner Box. 

• The ruleset for the premiere episode is an adaptation of those found in the Starfinder 
Beginner Box  

• Stay tuned for the next episode of Starfinder, featuring hours of voice gameplay 
adapted from Dead Suns: Incident at Absalom Station, with rules adapted from 
Starfinder Core Rulebook 

• Need help with Starfinder on your Alexa device? Contact us at starfinder-
alexa@amazon.com 
 

 
SKILL DETAILS 
The skill contains dynamic content 
Invocation name: Starfinder 
Developer Privacy Terms 
<<Developer Terms of Use>>need link 
 
SUPPORTED LANGUAGES 
English (US) 
 
Metadata 
Short description:  
Starfinder is a first-of-its kind, voice role-playing game that transforms your Alexa into a skilled 
science-fantasy Game Master guide. 
 
What’s New: 
The pilot episode of Starfinder, available exclusively for Alexa, is now available! Journey deep 
into the dangerous Spike on Absalom Station to help the Starfinder Society uncover who – or 
what – is damaging important electrical equipment and attacking repair workers. Experience 

https://www.amazon.com/Starfinder-Roleplaying-Game-Beginner-Box/dp/1640781234
https://www.amazon.com/Starfinder-Roleplaying-Game-Beginner-Box/dp/1640781234
https://www.amazon.com/Starfinder-Adventure-Path-Incident-Absalom/dp/1601259611?ref_=ast_sto_dp
https://www.amazon.com/Starfinder-Roleplaying-Game-Core-Rulebook/dp/1601259565/ref=pd_sbs_14_t_0/133-2375871-9981419?_encoding=UTF8&pd_rd_i=1601259565&pd_rd_r=840638d7-dbad-468c-a042-24589a630779&pd_rd_w=ngYpZ&pd_rd_wg=1zBR8&pf_rd_p=5cfcfe89-300f-47d2-b1ad-a4e27203a02a&pf_rd_r=DH11A39NWW3QCK7EDZGV&psc=1&refRID=DH11A39NWW3QCK7EDZGV
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the future of voice gaming with this first-of-its kind voice role-playing game that transforms 
your Alexa into a skilled Game Master guide. 
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